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We study, on the basis of the continuum limit of the standard model for Josephson-junction arrays,
the motion of single vortices by directly deriving the equation of motion for the vortex coordinate.
Thereby we confirm and extend recent studies by U. Geigenmuller et al. [this issue, Phys. Rev. B 47, 348
(1992)]. In addition, we discuss the case of a triangular lattice, where due to a lower potential barrier
and a higher vortex mass, ballistic motion is more likely to be observable.

I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of ballistic vortex motion in underdamped Josephson-junction arrays (JJA's), based on the
notion that a mass proportional to the nearest-neighbor
capacitance C can be assigned to a vortex, has recently
as well
attracted considerable attention, experimentally'
In particular,
numerical ' and
as theoretically.
analytical
arguments indicate that ballistic motion is
only possible for very small velocities, U &0. leo ', here co
denotes
the
junction
single
plasma
frequency,
(%cod) =8EJEc, where Ez=(fi/2e)I& is the Josephson
coupling energy, and Ec=e /2C (the nearest-neighbor
distance is chosen to be unity). Furthermore, for v above
this value, the vortex motion is strongly affected by the
coupling to the plasma oscillations, ' which results in a
strong viscous force even in the absence of ohmic losses.
As pointed out in Ref. 8, the essential features of this
effect can be understood within the continuum limit of
the standard JJA model. The analysis of that paper, in
addition to numerical simulations, has been based on an
energy balance argument: The rate of change of the plasma mode (spin-wave) energy is equated to the energy
transferred to the vortex by the external force per unit
time, from which the velocity-force relation can be computed. In this work, we con6rm and extend the analysis
of Ref. 8 by directly deriving the equation of motion for
the vortex coordinate, following the procedure discussed
in Refs. 3 —5. In addition, we present explicitly the analogous results for a triangular JJA (there the pinning potential due to the lattice structure is reduced by about four,
and the mass is enhanced by about two, ' compared to
the square lattice), where ballistic motion is more likely
to be observable, and presumably has been observed.

II.

VORTEX DYNAMICS

mentioned
define
we
M = iri C /4e,
parameters,
m = fi Co /4e
is
the
ground
capacitance;
(Co
co~ =EJ/M), and f =(fi/2e)I„, where I„ is the external
current. Furthermore,
ohmic losses (due to parallel
shunts) are characterized by a function B (w r'), defi—
ned
its Fourier
transform
B (to) = —2g/~ co ~,
through
g = (fi/2n. )R 0/R, R 0 = M/2e, where R denotes the
shunt resistor. The effective action in the continuum limit is conveniently written as follows:

S = Sp + S] + Sf + SD
where

f d r f d—r(VQ)2,
Si = f d r f dr[mP +M(VP)~],
= —f d r f
VQ, .
= — f d r f dr dr'B (r z')(V P), .(—

So= ,'Ez
'

(3)

—,

deaf

S&

SD

'

V tt'p)~

—,

.

Note that there are subtle questions related to the order
of derivatives (compare Ref. 5) for a vortex configuration.
In the next step, we consider the equation of motion for
P(r, v) and separate explicitly the vortex from the spinwave part: (b=P +(b, V P =0. Then, solving for the
spin-wave part and inserting the result into (I), we arrive
at an effective action in terms of the vortex coordinates
trl(r)]. For convenience, the result is presented in the
form S[P] =So[/ ]+S&[P]+Sz, thereby defining S2.
Clearly, So[/ ] represents the vortex-vortex interaction,
logarithmic at large distances, and Sf the Lorentz force
In an intermediate step, S2 is given by
contribution.

S2= '

—,

We follow closely, in spirit and notation, the approach
discussed in detail in Ref. 4, which starts from the (Euphases on each
clidean) action for the order-parameter
In addition to the aboveisland.
superconducting

(2)

f

d2
(2m. ) 2

f drdr'(VP

)

q, g(r r', q)(VQ

)—

where
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g(tv, q) =

mlcol+q (Mltol+g)
l~l

me@

+q

(Mcv

G &(r, r)=

+rtltvl+Ez)

g2[[r

j

]= ,'ge—;e f drdr'i;

r'—
, Ar

(r)i~~(r')G~&(r

J

),

(8)
with b, r;~ =r;(r) —
r J( r'); ej =El denotes the vorticity of
the vortex with coordinate r . In addition,

dt'[Gott(t

r(t'))r'~—
(t')+r' (t)r'~(t')[7 G"&(t —t', r(t)
t', r(t) —

—2n. (z X f); summation over repeated indices
where
is implied. G is given by an expression similar to (9},
icv—
with g (r, q)~g (t, q), where g (to, q) =g (ltol
+O, q) is the retarded continuation of g, and G" is obi cog replacing g
tained analogously with —
In order to establish the connection with previous results ' (compare also Ref. 12 where the vortex mass was
introduced first), consider m =0, and small frequencies
and velocities such that we need to retain only the contriin the coordinate.
in (10) linear
Using
bution
g = — AM + g appropriate for this limit, we find

9„=

~

i

2&(

Mr'

+gr)

=9'„

(zXq) (zXq)&g(r, q)e'q',

(9)

q

r(t')) —V—
G tt(t

t', r(t)—r(t'))]—
j =Vr,

(10)

left-hand side of (10) survives (the other two terms cancel)
and, in addition, we confirm that the "viscous" force is in
the same direction as the velocity (i.e. , there is no indication of a Magnus force). Thus, putting v = ( v, O) and
V„=(V„,O} for simplicity, we obtain

=v
X(v)—

fd

2

q

e

'g"(

qv,

q)=P„,

(12)

where the cutoff is included for completeness. Specializing further to the limit of vanishing ohmic losses, g~0,
we note that

Reg (to, q)=

from which we identify the "adiabatic" mass and viscosity of the vortex, JR=2m M and 2n. g, respectively. In
particular, the value for the mass, which is obtained here
[compare Eq. (16)], has been
by a simple argument
confirmed by various numerical investigations.

—

E~[5(tv —
toq)+5(to+to

)

j,

(13)

is the spin-wave
t0 = c ~q 2/
dispersion;
screenwhere
the
spin-wave
c
and
the
velocity
q ),
ing length A. are given by c =Ez/m and A, =M/m, respectively. Clearly, (12) describes the dissipation in the
vortex motion due to the creation of spin-wave excitations. Using (12) and (13), it becomes apparent that these
results coincide exactly with the expression obtained in
Ref. 8, for the case of an optical spectrum
the
there.
In particular,
(m =0~to =co ) studied
viscous force is characterized by a sharp onset of dissipation for a velocity above =0. 1'~, which is apparent from
the small velocity behavior of X(v):

where

coq

(1+A,

'

III.

f

where z =(0, 0, 1). Note that a suitable cutoff is required
for the q integration, which we choose of the form
exp( —
q/q, ), with q, =2m. for the square lattice.
From Eq. (8) it is straightforward to derive the classical
equations of motion for the vortex coordinates [rj(t) j,
procedures
following standard analytical continuation
(see, e.g. , Ref. 11). For simplicity, we concentrate in the
following on the motion of a single vortex (positive vorticity), whose coordinate is denoted by r(t }. The result is

and, finally,

f
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BEYOND THE ADIABATIC LIMIT

Clearly, it is difficult to solve (10) for a time-dependent
external force beyond the linear regime. However, for a
constant force we expect the vortex to move at constant
velocity, and we study this case in the following. For a
constant velocity, we find that only the first term on the
I

1/2

M »m,

v~0:

X(v) =2m. Eq
2COp

p

(14)
vq,

A reasonable criterion to determine a critical velocity, v„
appears to be (compare Ref. 8, Fig. 5) the condition
X(v, }=0.03X2mEz, which is, in fact, chosen such that
(14) leads to v, =0. 1to~. (This procedure is used mainly
for comparison with the triangular JJA, see below. ) Note
from above,
that the viscous force is bounded
+ ~ )=2mEzq, ; however, the . regime of very high
X(v —
velocities is physically not relevant since it corresponds
to a current exceeding the critical current of a single

The dissipation discussed here (and in Ref. 8) is, in
fact, Cherenkov radiation of spin waves. The threshold
for this process is determined by the maximal wave vector on the border of the Brillouin zone; and introducing a
smooth cutoff in (12) actually assumes that Umklapp processes are possible. Clearly, the dissipation at small velocities, subcritical or of the order of the critical, is determined by the regime of large wave vectors; thus, the continuum limit theory cannot be expected to give (numeri-

junction.

cally) precise results.
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Defining
by (12) —(14), with the above replacements.
again the classical critical velocity by the condition
Xz(v, z)=0.03X2nEJ, we obtain u, ~=0.08co, slightly
smaller than for the square lattice. Thus, while the critical velocity is not much different, it is more important
that the potential barrier is reduced
by about a factor
the
4.
vortex
considering
Hence,
energy
E-4z&E&-0. 1E& as an example, the velocity will be in
the range (0.05 —0.07)co~, just below v, z. Thus, roughly,
classical nondissipative vortex motion for the triangular
lattice is possible for energies between the barrier height
and twice its value.

In addition, for small velocities, the vortex velocity is
not time independent but rather strongly affected by the
(periodic) pinning potential due to the lattice, neglected
in the continuum approximation.
Using the well-known
estimate of the potential barrier ' and the adiabatic mass
JR=2&M, and ignoring the dissipation for a moment,
the vortex energy is given by

E= ,'Atx —+aE~[1—cos(2mx)]

'

(15)

with a =0. 1. From this expression, considering energies
slightly above the potential maximum, 2~EJ, it follows
that the maximal velocity is given by
already
above the critical velocity u, . Thus, even given the uncertainties in the numerical coef6cients, it appears that
there is hardly any window for classical nondissipative
motion for the square lattice JJA.
We remark that a physically similar mechanism—
showing a sharp onset of dissipation due to the creation
of a local excitation
was studied earlier (compare Ref.
4, Sec. V), where the damping of vortex motion due to
the creation of quasiparticle-pair
excitations was considered: There, of course, the critical velocity is determined by the superconducting energy gap, 6, instead of
the plasma frequency as presently.
Here we neglect
quasiparticle excitations, thus assuming Ace

-0. 14',

&. DISCUSSION
Based on the continuum limit of the standard JJA
model, we have confirmed and extended recent studies of
vortex motion. ' In particular, it is found that classical
motion (even in the absence of ohmic
nondissipative
losses) is only possible for very small velocities u &v„
while for u & u„ the creation of spin-wave excitations
leads to a constant velocity in the presence of a constant
force. In the present paper, we directly derived the equation of motion for the vortex coordinate, and presented
an expression for the velocity-force relation, valid for
finite m and g and thus more general than the result
give~ in Ref. 8 but, of course, in agreement with the resuit for the special case considered there (m =0, g=0).
We emphasize again that the results obtained from the
continuum model are quantitatively questionable to some
extent, since they rely on certain assumptions concerning
the short-distance behavior; clearly, however, they are
most helpful in analyzing and supplementing numerical
investigations. '
For completeness, we briefly discuss the limit M «m
(c «co ), in which case the spin-wave spectrum essentially is linear, co =cq. In particular, in the extreme limit
M =0, it is clear that X(u & c) =0, while strong dissipation sets in when the vortex velocity becomes equal to the
spin-wave velocity. Using (12) and (13), and putting
P = v /c for brevity, we find

—

IV. THE TRIANGULAR

LA'L

l'ICE

In this section, we present explicitly the corresponding
results for the triangular JJA, which can be obtained
from the above by simple scaling. Considering the expression (1) for the effective action, we note (i) that the
gradient terms in (2), (3), and (5) have to be multiplied by
that, for a triangular lattice, we have six
—, rejecting
nearest neighbors instead of four for the square lattice;
and (ii) there is an overall factor 2/v 3 in all terms,
refiecting that the unit cell area presently is ~3/2 instead
of unity. As a result, we thus have the following replacements:
m ~2m/v 3,
(E&,M, g)~~3(Ez, M, rl),
f~2f/~3. In addition, the first Brillouin zone area is
given by (2m. ) X2/W3; hence, q, &=4m/v 3 is the appropriate cutoff. Of course, the plasma frequency, co, is
not modified, while the spin-wave velocity is now given
—
by cz = ', EJ/m.
Consider then, as above, the adiabatic mass of the vortex, which follows, to be given by'

',

Af,

z=

2

'

Mfd qe

=4m. M

M=0,

'

v

&c: X(v)=2mEJ

2cop

u

)c: X(v)=2mEzq,

[P~

—1]'/

/P .

(17)

This result, for small but finite M, actually applies for u
u/co . For u~c, and
not too close to c, (p —1)'
u &c, the deviation of co from linearity has to be taken
into account. For example, we find

)

(16)

M

«m,

v

=c: X(c)=2nEzq, cq, /co&

..

(18)

Furthermore, for u less than but not too close to c, the
dissipative force is given by

and thus is by a factor 2 larger than the square lattice
value. Furthermore, the velocity-force relation is given
T
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1/2
3
q /2(

1

P2 ) 1 /4 exp

which
with
connects
for
expression
(18)
(1 —
Of course,
p )' -v/co, and with (14) for
with appropriate rescaling, these results apply also to the
triangular JJA.

p«1.

P

uq,

(1

P2 ) i /2

(19)

Finally, the above results for the motion of a single
vortex raise the interesting question of how the coupling
to spin waves, i.e., the dissipation, will be modified when
increasing the vortex density. In particular, the case
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@/4o= —,',

where @ is the fiux per plaquette and No the
was studied in detail in Ref. 14 in the limit
of large ohmic losses; and it was shown that for special
directions of the external current, the equations of
motion for the order-parameter phases can be reduced to
a single one of the form known to describe a single juncThese arguments
parameters.
tion, with renormalized
also apply in the presence of a 6nite nearest-neighbor capacitance. Hence, for vanishing ohmic losses, and for a
certain range of the external current, I, &I„&IJ, where
I, depends on the lattice type and the current direction,
there is a solution describing a vortex lattice moving
without dissipation (provided g~o). It seems that the riof the
gidity of the lattice and the "commensurability"
external current direction are essential. At present, it is
not clear how to connect this result with the above considerations, which apply in the low density limit, and to
which extent the model in the continuum limit can be
helpful in answering this question.
In conclusion, we remark that the present classical
analysis is expected to be applicable as long as Ec

where the vortex picture makes sense, and for energies
above the potential maximum. For Ec «E~ but small
energies, the analysis of (quantum) vortex dynamics can
be based on the Hamiltonian corresponding to (15), or
more sophisticated approaches, ' which result in narrow
bands corresponding to a band mass much larger than
the bare mass JR. Finally, increasing the charging energy
to the value E&-EJ, a transition to an insulating charge
dipole phase' is expected; at present, it is not clear how
the above picture of a vortex, emitting spin waves in its
motion, is modified close to (or even beyond) the transi-
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